
M
ost faculty work long and
hard. We care about edu-
cating our students.

Thanks to our efforts, many of
them experience deep personal
transformation during their college
years.

H o w e v e r, when we subject the
quality of our collective work as
educators to the same close exami-
nation we demand in our disci-
plines, we find a substantial body of
evidence that clearly demonstrates
a crisis of educational quality in our
n a t i o n ’s colleges and universities.

This crisis should evoke a seri-
ous and determined response from
the entire professoriate. But rather
than a strong sense of urgency for
change, we too often find compla-
cency within our ranks. We seem to
turn a blind eye to the quality of
our educational processes and
results. The busyness of daily rou-
tine and the seeming rightness of
the familiar obscures the need to
change. 

Yet the task is urgent. We need

to begin immediately to assess,
evaluate, and improve the quality
of our work.

F o r t u n a t e l y, this improvement
is as possible as it is urgent. The
professional research literature in
higher education can easily provide
us with valuable information we
can use to understand more fully
our effectiveness as educators—if
we would only use it.

In this article, I hope to
acquaint readers with important
research that has been done over
the past three decades on how stu-
dents learn and what constitutes
an effective educational experience. 

Society expects college gradu-
ates to be able to think critically,
solve complex problems, act in a
principled manner, be dependable,
read, write, and speak effectively,
have respect for others, be able to
adapt to change, and engage in life-
long learning.1

But the educational experience
for many college students does not
meet these expectations. The stud-
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Many studies suggest our students’
ability to reason with abstractions is
strikingly limited.

ies reviewed here, taken together,
consistently show that the college
experience for most students com-
prises a loosely organized, unfo-
cused curriculum, with undefined
outcomes, classes that emphasize
passive listening, lectures that
transmit low-level information, and
assessments of learning that fre-
quently demand only the recall of
memorized material or low-level
comprehension of concepts.

Relatively few students experi-
ence high-quality developmental
academic advising that could reli-
ably enable them to plan and navi-
gate a complex and difficult colle-
giate experience. 

Each of these deficiencies in
educational quality reduces learn-
ing and retards development. Each
of these practices wastes student
and faculty time, as well as stu-
dent, taxpayer, and donor money.2

We have three decades of
research showing how our students
develop a number of key abilities.
For example,  researchers have
studied our students’ capacity to
reason using abstract symbols—the
foundation for all other higher-
order cognitive skills and the basis
of most of what faculty want stu-
dents to learn.

We also have research on stu-
dent epistemologies. These are the
arrays of assumptions they hold
about the source of knowledge and
value. 

F i n a l l y, researchers have stud-
ied our students’capacity to act in a
principled ethical manner.

These studies consistently
demonstrate that most college stu-
dents need a good deal more work
in each of these areas.

M
any studies suggest our
s t u d e n t s ’ ability to reason
with abstractions is strik-

ingly limited, that a majority are
not yet “formal operational.”3

These concrete or transitional
students may have dif ficulty
understanding the college-level lec-
tures they hear.4 They will also
have difficulty engaging in
metacognition—thinking about
their own thinking—an essential
skill for effective learning.5

We know that a strong relation-
ship exists between students’ f o r-
mal operational ability and their
success in their courses.6

Critical thinking is a form of
h i g h e r-order cognition that society
requires and faculty esteem.7 Many
of us believe our society would
function far more wisely, harmo-
n i o u s l y, and safely in a complex,
ever more rapidly changing, and
dangerous world if leaders and citi-
zens used critical thinking more
consistently than they now do.

We urge our students to think
critically and give them activities
we believe will help them learn
how. Yet, 30 years of research show
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Most students hold epistemological
assumptions that prevent them from
engaging in critical thinking.

us that most of our students hold
epistemological assumptions that
prevent them from understanding
and, therefore, engaging in critical
thinking.

Many of our students are epis-
temological Dualists: They view the
world in rigid categories of black-
white, right-wrong, and good-bad,
and their knowledge is passively
received from “Authorities.”8

These students, and many oth-
ers—the Multiplists—don’t under-
stand that knowledge is construct-
ed by a very active, personal
making of meaning. They don’t
understand the role played by evi-
dence when they select from among
competing hypotheses, opinions,
and values. In other words, they do
not understand critical thinking
processes.

A
nother area of concern
involves moral values. Some
in academe suggest our stu-

d e n t s ’ moral development is the
preeminent college outcome we
ought to produce. The best studied
of several aspects of moral develop-
ment, moral judgment, is known to
be linked to moral action.9

Our students should be able to
reason about moral dilemmas
using the most complex and
abstract of six developmentally pro-
gressive moral philosophies.1 0

Principled, ethical reasoning
requires use of stages five and six.

Most of our students are on levels
three and four.

All three of these important
dimensions of cognition—using
abstract symbols, epistemology,
and principled, ethical reasoning —
as well as the ability to work coop-
eratively in teams with people dif-
ferent from oneself, require for
their development that students be
actively involved in learning.

It is unlikely that lectures alone
can bring about the profound cogni-
tive reorganizations required, pro-
duce the interpersonal skills that
must be developed, and foster the
substantial changes in disposition
toward learning and human diver-
sity required for these important
changes to occur.11

Central to our capacity to pro-
mote these crucial personal
changes is the degree to which our
students are actively involved in
their learning.1 2 In fact, the rela-
tionship between active involve-
ment and effective learning is so
strong that “the effectiveness of
any educational policy or practice is
directly related to the capacity of
that policy or practice to increase
involvement in learning.”13

Active involvement includes
frequent student-faculty interac-
tion, both in and outside of class. In
a national study, this contact had
“significant positive correlations
with every academic attainment
outcome studied and every self-
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S t u d e n t s ’ satisfaction with their college
experience was ‘uniquely attributable
to having a true-core curriculum.’

reported area of intellectual and
personal growth, as well as with a
variety of personality and attitudi-
nal outcomes and all self-rated
abilities except physical health.”14

Studies tell us that other essen-
tial characteristics of effective edu-
cational experiences include an
environment that is both challeng-
ing and supportive, high expecta-
tions, clearly defined outcomes, and
frequent assessment with timely
feedback to students.15

W
hat can research tell us
about the degree to which
we now systematically and

consistently provide our students
with the environment and experi-
ences shown to be essential to their
development of the key abilities?

L e t ’s first look at the curricu-
lum. A curriculum is intended to
provide the conceptual framework
for what a faculty expects its stu-
dents to learn and should articulate
the faculty’s values and priorities.

Most students depend on cur-
ricular requirements for guidance.
They have limited ability to plan
their education by themselves,
given their limited educational
backgrounds and life experiences. 

Over 90 percent of general edu-
cation curricula in the United
States are distributional—that is,
students are permitted to select
courses from lists of choices.16

How effectively does this

approach to curriculum provide the
close guidance most of our students
require?

For tens of thousands of stu-
dents in a large national study, spe-
cific curricular design had little
effect on most of 22 general educa-
tion outcomes examined. The types
or breadth of  courses, specific
courses available, or relative flexi-
bility to choose among courses had
little impact on these outcomes.1 7

On the other hand, a core curricu-
lum had salutary effects on many
developmental outcomes. And a
number of dimensions of students’
satisfaction with their college expe-
rience were, in large degree,
“uniquely attributable to having a
true-core curriculum.”18

These curricula, where stu-
dents took, in common, interdisci-
plinary general education courses,
represented less than 2 percent of
the hundreds of curricula in the
study.

The researcher concluded that
“How the students a p p r o a c h g e n e r a l
education and how the faculty actu-
ally d e l i v e r the curriculum is far
more important than the formal cur-
riculum content and structure.”1 9

Other research has also failed
to support the value of distribution-
al curricula for developing student
abilities.20 These investigators sug-
gest that different students require
specific groups of courses to profit
maximally from their college expe-
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Research calls into question the ability
of most advising, as currently prac-
ticed, to help students develop.

rience, and they emphasize the
importance of academic advising or
providing less latitude in choice of
courses.

Research calls into question the
ability of most advising, as current-
ly practiced, to help students devel-
op (see below).

Designing curriculum without
understanding student develop-
ment can have widespread unto-
ward results. “At far too many
institutions, the distribution
requirements of general education
are unfocused. They encourage ran-
domness, not coherence,” one study
has found.2 1 “Student transcripts
often reflect a sense of educational
wandering, if not drift,” notes one
report.22

For our curricula to reliably
produce learning at the high levels
society requires, they will have to
be based on planning that involves
detailed knowledge of individual
student needs and carefully defined
outcomes. Curricula will need to be
implemented through courses that
consistently use research on stu-
dent learning and development,
and their results will have to be
continuously monitored by valid
assessment.

Courses, themselves, form our
s t u d e n t s ’ closest, most sustained
connection with the institution and
its educational efforts. Most stu-
dents commute to campus, and
many are not involved in cocurricu-

lar activities. But they all take
courses.

W
hat does research tell us
about students ’ e x p e r i-
ences in their courses? To

what extent do these primary edu-
cational experiences help them
develop the key abilities they and
society require?

We should recognize that effec-
tive course design requires consid-
erable knowledge of how students
develop. We should also know that
contemporary research-based edu-
cational practices provide us a wide
variety of approaches to foster this
development.

One national study has
revealed that only 35 percent of fac-
ulty strongly emphasize their insti-
tution’s curricular goals.23 Only 12
percent utilize feedback from their
earlier students, and 8 percent use
the viewpoints of  experts in
instruction. The conclusion: “The
faculty interviewed seemed to
teach as they had been taught.…”24

Faculty in another national
study “overwhelmingly” said devel-
oping effective thinking was their
primary educational purpose, but
most of the 4,000 course goals they
submitted related to teaching con-
cepts in their disciplines, rather
than developing the intellectual
skills  they said were so impor-
tant.25

Many studies demonstrate that
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Between 70 and 90 percent of professors
use the traditional lecture as their
primary instructional strategy.

actively involving students in dis-
cussion fosters retention of infor-
mation, application of knowledge to
new situations, and development of
h i g h e r-order thinking skills—and
discussions do this much better
than lectures do.2 6 Do faculty
actively involve their students in
the classroom?

Recall that, because many stu-
dents are not yet formal opera-
tional, they have difficulty learning
abstractions from lectures. These
students require active methods to
grasp important concepts.

The superiority of  actively
involving students has been well
established. Yet 70 to 90 percent of
professors use the traditional lec-
ture as their primary instructional
strategy.27

In a study of 155 class sessions
at four different institutions, ques-
tioning of students comprised 0.2
percent to 9.2 percent of  class
time.28

Institutional type and size,
course level, and discipline had no
significant impact on the percent-
age of time spent questioning stu-
dents. Using data from these same
classes, “Despite a ratio of 47 stu-
dents to 1 professor, professors
talked four times more frequently
than students.”29

Even when professors used
questions, about one-third did not
lead to any student participation.30

The questions most frequently

asked by 19 research university
faculty members were about
mechanical issues such as time and
handouts, or were rhetorical.31

At a small liberal arts college
with a reputation for using diverse
teaching styles, student critical
thinking skill was significantly and
positively associated with high-
level cognitive responses to ques-
tions in class.3 2 “The amount of
time spent listening is negatively
related to change in critical think-
ing and positively related to memo-
r i z i n g . ”3 3 But, in this study, stu-
dents participated actively during
only 14.2 percent of class time. 

C
l e a r l y, in most cases, stu-
dents aren’t actively partici-
pating in class. But how do

our classes fare using other mea-
sures of intellectual activity?

Studies using the Bloom Taxon-
omy34 to assess cognitive level con-
sistently find that, in most courses,
transmission of facts from teacher
to students and discussion that
requires only the recall of facts are
the dominant class activities,
regardless of discipline, the num-
ber of weeks into the semester, or
size of institution.35

In one study, 89.3 percent of
questions asked by the faculty
required only recall to answer, not
comprehension of concepts. A g a i n ,
this was regardless of institutional
size or whether public or private.36
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Only 14 percent of surveyed students
said they had been formally taught how
to study, in high school or in college.

In only 0.3 percent to 2.5 per-
cent of class time were students
required to use the much more
complex skill of evaluation.37

In another study, professors
spent 2.6 percent of class time
questioning students. Forty-nine
percent of their questions required
memory alone, 4 percent required
students to evaluate.38

The level of student thinking
was related to class size. The medi-
an cognitive level in classes of 15 or
fewer students was analysis. In
classes of 16 to 45 students the
median was comprehension. In
large classes of 46 to 300 students
the median intellectual activity
was recall.39

If students are not thinking
during lectures, what a r e t h e y
doing? Their attention drifts after
only 10 to 20 minutes.4 0 They are
listening, asking or responding to
questions, or taking notes only half
of the time. Up to 15 percent of
their time is spent fantasizing.41

If the quality of students’ learn-
ing is related to the quality of their
own efforts, we should ask: How
hard are they working?42

Much or most of  students’
learning must occur outside of for-
mal class periods. How much effort
outside of class do we require of our
students?

Studies reveal far less work
than most faculty believe is neces-
sary:

• an average of one hour study-
ing per hour spent in class.43

• twenty-three percent of stu-
dents spending 16 or more
hours per week.44

• a mean of six hours weekly.45

• fifty percent claiming 5 or
fewer hours weekly; only 3.2
percent spending 20 or more
hours.46

• thirty-three percent of respon-
dents claiming six hours or
more, continuing a four- y e a r
decline.47

W
hen students do study,
they are generally alone,
isolated from the assis-

tance their peers could provide. A
large percentage tend to use “sur-
face learning” methods that cannot
produce deep comprehension of
concepts or the capacity to apply
them in problem-solving.48

Only 14 percent of 745 research
university students said they had
ever been formally taught how to
study, in high school or in college.49

If our students do not under-
stand the learning process—the
chief engine of education—they
a r e n ’t going to learn very much in
our courses no matter what we do.

One of the most valuable
actions we could take to improve
learning—and thus the productivi-
ty of both our students and our
institutions—would be to teach our
students how to learn.
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‘After four years, these engineering 
students showed negligible improve-
ment in problem-solving skills.’

In the end, how much course
content do students retain? Studies
sometimes find rare high values
where students retain 50 percent of
the content, but values of 20 per-
cent or less are common.50

For example, one study done
directly following an introductory
economics course found that the
students had increased their
knowledge of the course content by
18.7 percent compared to students
who had never taken it.51

Although engineering students
used memorized formulas success-
fully to solve physics problems,
there were “widespread misconcep-
tions” when they were required to
provide “coherent verbal descrip-
tions of abstract concepts” inherent
in the problems.52

After watching their teachers
work 1,000 problems in class and
solving another 3,000 themselves
outside class, “after four years,
engineering students showed negli-
gible improvement in problem-
solving skills.”53

The researcher suggests a rea-
son for this failure to learn: Stu-
dents were given a limited number
of real problems requiring analysis
and synthesis for their solution—
only 20.6 percent of the 3,000. The
rest of the problems were relatively
low cognitive-level “exercises,”
requiring only straightforward
application of concepts.

Additional studies suggest that

significant percentages of the stu-
dents who m a j o r in our disci-
plines—at the undergraduate a n d
g r a d u a t e levels—fail to compre-
hend some of the most fundamental
concepts and principles in these
fields.54

Forty-two percent of respon-
dents to a Gallup survey of 696 col-
lege seniors could not correctly
identify the Koran. The same num-
ber were unable to place the U.S.
Civil War between 1850 and 1900.
Thirty-one percent located Recon-
struction after World War II.55

Fifty percent of 3,119 students
at eight Ivy League institutions
could not name the two U.S. sena-
tors from their own states. Twenty-
three percent did not know there
are nine justices on the U.S.
Supreme Court, and 59 percent
were unable to name four.56

T
he 1992 National Adult Liter-
acy Survey of 26,000 native-
born Americans discovered

major deficiencies in two- and four-
year college graduates’ ability to
work with text and numbers in
straightforward, pre-college tasks
such as understanding the mean-
ing of newspaper articles, using bus
timetables, and calculating prices
of supermarket items.57

The researchers concluded that
the graduates’ “l e v e l s of literate-
ness range from a lot less than
impressive to mediocre to near
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Only 17 percent of 1,700 faculty
respondents at a research university
said they use essay tests.

alarming,  depending on who is
making the judgment.”58

How is it our students learn as
little and perform as poorly as the
research suggests? What cognitive
demands do our classroom assess-
ments make on our students?

O
nly 17 percent of 1,700 facul-
ty respondents at a research
university said they use

essay tests. These same respon-
dents claimed only 13 percent of
their questions required problem-
solving.59 This study suggests that
most of the tests students were tak-
ing required only recall or compre-
hension-level cognition.

Of 3,500 student respondents in
this survey, 82 percent agreed that
“despite instructors’ insistence that
they do not teach facts, most grades
are based on tests that are primari-
ly factual in content.”60 At another
research university, 87 percent of
students agreed that tests primari-
ly assessed recall of facts.

The tests of 19 faculty members
at a third research university con-
tained few problem-solving items.60

Further research found similar
results at “two highly regarded very
small liberal arts colleges,”6 2 s u g-
gesting that institutional size may
make little difference in the cogni-
tive demands of assessments.

In many cases, our tests pro-
vide students with little intellectu-
al challenge. Nor do they provide

valid evidence of learning and
development for students or their
professors. These tests may also
actively reinforce concrete thinking
and dualistic epistemologies, and a
surface approach to learning.

Researchers raise concerns
about the validity and reliability of
many teacher-made tests as instru-
ments for mental measurement.63

Further challenging our tests’
v a l i d i t y, numerous studies demon-
strate widespread cheating among
students on classroom tests, possi-
bly involving 40 to almost 90 per-
cent of all students.6 4 Cheaters in
one national study of 6,165 respon-
dents constituted one-third of for-
mer students and more than half of
current students.65

One-third of students with A s
and B+s cheated,6 6 as did two-
thirds of 6,000 students at “highly
selective” colleges.67

Is it any wonder that our
undergraduate grades have only a
slight association with any mea-
sures of success in later life and are
even a weak predictor of first-year
graduate school g r a d e s?6 8 In light
of this accumulated research, what
are our tests measuring, and what
do our grades mean?

For many years, our students
have been coming to us from
increasingly diverse backgrounds.
Many are the first in their families
to attend college. They are often
less than optimally prepared for
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Our students often come to higher edu-
cation with limited knowledge and
skills and shaky academic self-esteem. 

higher education, coming with lim-
ited knowledge and skil ls  and
shaky academic self-esteem. 

Once on campus, many of our
students encounter a culture far
different from any they have previ-
ously known. The campus climate
can powerfully influence student
learning. Finding an inviting, intel-
lectually stimulating,  ethically
principled, and emotionally sup-
portive environment can enhance
s t u d e n t s ’ academic achievement
and their willingness to remain in
college.69 In one large study, lack of
a sense of community had a
stronger impact on students’ satis-
faction with college than many
other variables.70

N
umerous studies have
revealed the difficult, even
overtly hostile,  climate

many students encounter, especial-
ly women and students from minor-
ity groups.71 To g e t h e r, these two
populations comprise over half the
students on most campuses.

Overall, women experience a
less stimulating and supportive
environment than men, in and out
of the classroom, often one that
devalues and discourages them.7 2

On primarily majority-group cam-
puses, large percentages of ethnic
minority students face overt racism
and the threat of verbal and physi-
cal violence.73

The complexity of our curricula

and the outcomes we attempt to
produce, together with our stu-
d e n t s ’ diverse developmental
needs, necessitate careful attention
to each person’s guidance. In addi-
tion, the confusion, fear, and alien-
ation many students feel under-
score the importance of our
ensuring that each one develops a
relationship with at least one mem-
ber of the faculty, if we are to retain
these students and enable them to
achieve their full potential.

To d a y, academic advising is
seen as developmental in purpose,
concerned with and founded upon
s t u d e n t s ’ values and goals and
designed to foster their develop-
ment as whole persons.74

Academic advising can be the
“hub” of a student’s college experi-
ence, from which radiate courses,
cocurricular activities,  career
development, personal counseling,
employment, and other develop-
mental experiences.75 Developmen-
tal academic advising enables us to
ensure each person has a human
connection to the institution and
feels welcome and wanted. It also
enables us to identify and solve
problems early. Advising may actu-
ally be “the most important kind of
teaching we do,”7 6 besides serving
as “the institution’s quality control
mechanism.”77

High-quality academic advising
can increase academic achievement
and satisfaction with college, and
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reduce attrition.7 8 But research
reveals that to the extent to which
students have any academic advis-
ing, most of them encounter not a
developmental process but one pri-
marily concerned with transmit-
ting information about institution-
al rules and the clerical details of
registration.79

The poor quality of academic
advising they receive must surely
have a powerful retardant effect on
our students’ development. Provid-
ing them with high-quality devel-
opmental academic advising
throughout their college experience
is a significant action we could take
to enhance their learning and
development. 

For well over a decade we have
been warned that if we do not put
our academic house in order, oth-
ers, who pay for our services, will
step in to do so. They have begun to
do this. We must act quickly. We
owe this to our students, our spon-
sors, and ourselves.

We need to admit that our
informed critics are often justified
in their low appraisal of the educa-
tional experiences we provide for a
majority of our students. We need

to be willing to change, to use good
professional practice, and to signifi-
cantly raise our standards for our
students and ourselves.

T
oday we have the knowledge
and tools to actualize a vision
of human development on a

scale never before possible. A r i c h
array of research has accumulated
on student development, learning,
teaching, and academic organiza-
t i o n s .8 0 There are practical,
research-based methods that,
together, constitute a new standard
of good practice in our profession.81

If we systematically employ
these powerful methods in our
work as educators, we can for the
first time help virtually all of our
students develop to a very high
level.82 The salutary implications of
these changes in the way we con-
duct our affairs for our own society
and the world more widely are
extraordinary. 

Lion Gardiner welcomes com-
ments, questions, and reactions to
this article. He can be reached by
E-mail:  gardiner@andromeda.
rutgers.edu.  ■
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